




Show right turn hand signal at least 50m before junction.
Look out for vehicles before moving to the centre of Lane.

Cross juction only when the lights is green.

Look out for oncoming right-turning vehicles from the
opposite direction when crossing juction.

Move back to the left side of the lane after crossing juction.

Allow cyclist travelling straight to move towards the centre
of lane.
Signal intention early and check blind sport before
turning left.

Horn only when necessary to avoid startling cyclist. 3



Show right turn hand signal at least 50m before junction. 
Look out for vehicles before filtering to the right turning lane and stay in the centre of lane.
If there is more than one right turning lane, filter to the leftmost right turning lane and stay in the centre of lane. 

Look out for oncoming vehicles and pedestrians when turning.

If there is more than one right-turning lane, use a wider turning radius to give space to right-turning vehicles on the right.
If there is only one right-turning lane, maintain lane discipline after turning right. 

After turning right, only lane change to the left most lane when safe to do so, and keep to the left side of the lane.

Refer to next page for appropriate practices that motorists and cyclists should observe in this scenario.



Maintain lane discipline, and look out for cyclists trying to filter into the leftmost right turning lane. 

Cyclist and Motorist

Allow for sufficient space between cyclists and vehicle. 

3 Drive behind cyclists or in the lane beside cyclists when approaching the right turn. 

If there is only one right turning lane turning into a two-lane road, both cyclists and motorists should turn into the rightmost lane first
after crossing the junction, with the exception of heavy vehicles which require a larger turning radius. 
Thereafter, motorists to allow cyclists to lane change to the left before overtaking. 

Continuation from previous page on appropriate practices that motorists and cyclists should observe in this scenario.
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Cyclists Turning
Right at Junction —

via Pedestrian Crossings

Use pedestrian crossing to turn right if you do not wish to 
filter right and mix with vehicular traffic.

Show the ‘Stop’ hand signal. Look out for vehicles behind 
before stopping by the side of road. 

Dismount and push bicycle onto the pavement.

After turning right via pedestrian crossing, look out for 
vehicles before pushing bicycle back onto road. Keep to 
the left side of lane.
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Motorist

Look out for cyclists and maintain a safe distance. 

Slow down and/or filter to the right lane if necessary. 
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When stopping at junctions, different cycling groups may converge. 

Cyclists of the same group should try to keep close together on the
left lane, and other cycling groups should form up behind the group
without blocking entries or exits of other vehicles, instead of taking 
up the adjacent lane to the right. 
Once the traffic light turns green, cyclists at the group behind may
move off at a slower speed than the ones in front, to gradually 
increase the distance between groups to reach a distance of 30m or 
2 lamp posts.  

Stop behind cyclists when stationary at junctions. 

Keep a safe distance from cyclists. 
Avoid squeezing them to the side of the road. 














